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Songs:





Chantons, chantons sans cesse
O Quel bonheur de le connaître

Let's thank the Lord for this 3rd night
Let us thank the Lord for the growth in the knowledge of God we've
received.

Philippians 1:9
"I pray that your love for each other will overflow more and more, and that you will keep on
growing in your knowledge and understanding".




Could two people thank the Lord for the growth he granted us as well
as in knowledge of God and understanding of the ways of God and in
love for the Lord and in love for the brethren.
Could two people thank the Lord for our wonderful salvation.

Hebrew 10: 1-22
1 The old system in the law of Moses was only a shadow of the things to come, not the reality
of the good things Christ has done for us. The sacrifices under the old system were repeated
again and again, year after year, but they were never able to provide perfect cleansing for those
who came to worship.
2 If they could have provided perfect cleansing, the sacrifices would have stopped, for the
worshipers would have been purified once for all time, and their feelings of guilt would have
disappeared.
3 But just the opposite happened. Those yearly sacrifices reminded them of their sins year after
year.
4 For it is not possible for the blood of bulls and goats to take away sins.
5 That is why Christ, when he came into the world, said, "You did not want animal sacrifices
and grain offerings. But you have given me a body so that I may obey you.
6 No, you were not pleased with animals burned on the altar or with other offerings for sin.
7 Then I said, 'Look, I have come to do your will, O God— just as it is written about me in the
Scriptures.' "
8 Christ said, "You did not want animal sacrifices or grain offerings or animals burned on the
altar or other offerings for sin, nor were you pleased with them" (though they are required by
the law of Moses).
9 Then he added, "Look, I have come to do your will." He cancels the first covenant in order to
establish the second.
10 And what God wants is for us to be made holy by the sacrifice of the body of Jesus Christ
once for all time.
11 Under the old covenant, the priest stands before the altar day after day, offering sacrifices
that can never take away sins.
12 But our High Priest offered himself to God as one sacrifice for sins, good for all time. Then
he sat down at the place of highest honor at God's right hand.
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13 There he waits until his enemies are humbled as a footstool under his feet.
14 For by that one offering he perfected forever all those whom he is making holy.
15 And the Holy Spirit also testifies that this is so. First he says,
16 "This is the new covenant I will make with my people on that day, says the Lord: I will put my
laws in their hearts so they will understand them, and I will write them on their minds so they
will obey them."
17 Then he adds, "I will never again remember their sins and lawless deeds."
18 Now when sins have been forgiven, there is no need to offer any more sacrifices.
19 And so, dear brothers and sisters, we can boldly enter heaven's Most Holy Place because of
the blood of Jesus.
20 This is the new, life-giving way that Christ has opened up for us through the sacred curtain,
by means of his death for us.
21 And since we have a great High Priest who rules over God's people,
22 let us go right into the presence of God, with true hearts fully trusting him. For our evil
consciences have been sprinkled with Christ's blood to make us clean, and our bodies have
been washed with pure water.
We shall continue to proclaim that truth in a hymn.



Hymn :
La Nouvelle Alliance
Les Noms du Seigneur Jésus










Let's together thank the Lord for the precious gift of Jesus.

Une boule de feu dans le ciel
Take the hand of your brother and thank the Lord for him, one of the gift
that salvation brought: a brother, a sister
Tell your brother, you are being transformed from one degree of glory to
another degree of glory to the image of Jesus. It is a fact.
Thank the Lord with your brother, for having blessed you to work together in
the same ministry. God has a field of work for those of us in CMFI. Every group
of believers represent God's field. We have our field, your brother is your coworker in that field.
Together, thank the Lord for the ministry God has given us. It is a ministry
by instructions. And we have instructions telling us what we have to do and
the method. We are not just converted to be forgiven of our sins and go to
heaven, there is a work that we must do.

Letter of the fast:
From : Please join me…. + prayer topics


Let us thank the Lord because the things we are lifting up to God during this
prayer crusade are very clear. All these things have one objective : to make
sure that we accomplish the goal has given us to do. We as God's co-workers.
Ezekiel 36:37-38
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"This is what the Sovereign LORD says: Once again I will yield to the plea of the house of Israel and
do this for them: I will make their people as numerous as sheep as numerous as the flocks for
offerings at Jerusalem during her appointed feasts. So will the ruined cities be filled with flocks of
people. Then they will know that I am the LORD."
God want to do something he reveals it to his people, then the people have to ask
him, that is what that verse says.
PROCLAMATIONS
Psalm 2: 7-8
I will proclaim the decree of the LORD: He said to me, "You are my Son; today I have become your
Father.
Ask of me, and I will make the nations your inheritance, the ends of the earth your possession.

















We proclaim that God's purposes for the former communist lands will be
accomplished
We proclaim that God's purposes for the city of Yaoundé will be accomplished
We proclaim that God's purposes for the nation of Cameroon will be
accomplished
We proclaim that God's purposes for the city of Douala will be accomplished
We proclaim that God's purposes for each Muslim nation will be accomplished
We proclaim that God's purposes for each Hindu nation will be accomplished
We proclaim that God's purposes for each Buddhist nation will be accomplished
You will pray :

Lord, pour a hunger for God and
of the former Communist lands
Lord, pour a hunger for God and
of the city of Yaoundé
Lord, pour a hunger for God and
of the nation of Cameroon
Lord, pour a hunger for God and
of the city of Douala
Lord, pour a hunger for God and
of each Muslim nation
Lord, pour a hunger for God and
of each Hindu nation
Lord, pour a hunger for God and
of each Buddhist nation

for the Word of God in the hearts of the people
for the Word of God in the hearts of the people
for the Word of God in the hearts of the people
for the Word of God in the hearts of the people
for the Word of God in the hearts of the people
for the Word of God in the hearts of the people
for the Word of God in the hearts of the people

When people are hungry and the right food is not offered to them, they will eat
anything and the state ofthe person will be worse than what it was.
Mathew 9: 37-38
Then he said to his disciples, "The harvest is plentiful but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of the
harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field."
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Luke 11: 24-26

When an evil spirit comes out of a man, it goes through arid places seeking rest and does not find it. Then it
says, 'I will return to the house I left.'
When it arrives, it finds the house swept clean and put in order.
Then it goes and takes seven other spirits more wicked than itself, and they go in and live there. And the final
condition of that man is worse than the first.









Lord of the harvest, urgently raise and give
the former communist lands (1st-100th)
Lord of the harvest, urgently raise and give
the city of Yaoundé (1st -100th)
Lord of the harvest, urgently raise and give
Cameroon (1st-100th)
Lord of the harvest, urgently raise and give
the city of Douala (1st-100th)
Lord of the harvest, urgently raise and give
the Malsi nations (1st-100th)
Lord of the harvest, urgently raise and give
the Hindu nations (1st-100th)
Lord of the harvest, urgently raise and give
the Buddhist nations (1st-100th)

us the ……. Missionary couple for
us the ……. Missionary couple for
us the ……. Missionary couple for
us the ……. Missionary couple for
us the ……. Missionary couple for
us the ……. Missionary couple for
us the ……. Missionary couple for

We shall proclaim every single day of the crusade, the victory over principalities
and we shall also pry for the 100 co-workers needed.
Colossians 2:15
"And having disarmed the powers and authorities, he made a public spectacle of them, triumphing
over them by the cross. "
Revelations 5:9
And they sang a new song: "You are worthy to take the scroll and to open its seals, because you were
slain, and with your blood you purchased men for God from every tribe and language and people and
nation.







We proclaim that the prince of communism has been overthrown in………and
Jesus Christ is Lord of…..
We proclaim that the satanic prince of Yaoundé has been overthrown and
Jesus Christ is Lord of………..
We proclaim that the prince of Cameroon has been overthrown and Jesus
Christ is Lord of………………..
We proclaim that the satanic prince of Douala has been overthrown and Jesus
Christ is Lord of …………
We proclaim that the satanic prince of Malsi (Islam) has been overthrown in
…….. And Jesus Christ is Lord of….
We proclaim that the prince of Hinduism has been overthrown in ……… and
Jesus Christ is Lord of…….
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We proclaim that the prince of Buddhism has been overthrown in …….. And
Jesus Christ is Lord of……



Song: God said you stand up Paul


One after the other, let's commit ourselves to the Lord, that we will put
everything in, to ensure that his purposes committed to us will be
accomplished and so the goal of phase 2.
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BROTHER THEODORE ANDOSEH/BROTHER ARMAND AKAMBA


I want 100 people to stand up and thank the Lord for one thing the
Lord had done in their lives.



If you are fasting, I want you to line up and ask God one of your
personal burden during this fast.

Many people, their requests are very vague, in preparation for this fast, i
wrote out 100 projects, of what I want god to do for the ministry, according
to what I know to be God's will for our ministry. I will pray for it during this
fast and after the fast, I will work on them, so that God may answer us.
During the fast, what I prayed and fast for, after the fast, I plan my program
to work because I believe that God have answer, I work then for God to give
me the things I prayed for, if not the fast is wasted. By the time I started this
fast, I was tired, because I worked hard on the things that I fasted and
prayed for last year.
I have also worked out 100 projects of what I want to happen to me and my
spiritual life for the next three years. That is what I will be praying about,
and then I will work at it and when God blesses me with lovers, I will
commit to them either to serve me or to help me by carrying one of those
aspects.
I don't want to waste my time, I don't want to waste my money, I don't want
to waste the people God has given to me. If somebody wants to love me and
wants to help me and is committed to serve me, the person should ought to
know clearly what he is to do, if I am myself confused, is it those who love
me who will know what I want for me? So I have to ask, what does God
expects from me, as far as I know now? I have to ask: what are my
responsibilities as I know them now?
What many of you are praying for, are very confused. It shows that you have
not thought very clearly what you want to ask from God, and so your lives
are confused.
In order that my life may not be confused and that our ministry will not be
confused, I had to ask God: What do You expect from our ministry? And
then I have to understand it very simply, and bring it down to how it could
be done and not leave it (dans un état flou). I have transform God's will as I
know it into simple projects, so that I can obey. How can you obey some
general thing.
Let me give you an example: in September, according to my plan, we were to
fast this fast in October, so that I can finish in November because I was
planning to travel to India in December, but in Gabon, the Lord told me, you
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are pursued opening new territories, you have strengthen Cameroon, you
have pursued giving a future for the ministry, but you have not invested in
the vase, don't start the fast in October, strengthen the base, that was he
instruction. What has it meant? It meant 21 projects for me in the month of
October
A prayer siege of 12 hours with the mass praying in Headquarters
Retreat with the senior of 48 hours
A prayer siege with the World Conquest Prayer and Fasting Centre for
48 h
A prayer retreat with the Bertoua house for 48 hours
The graduation for the School of Knowing and Serving God
The missionaries sendoff of international missionaries for
Headquarters
The campaign in Tigaza
The campaign n Belabo
The campaign in Gosen
The campaign in Mokolo
The campaign in Abong Mbang
The campaign in Dimako
The campaign in Ndiang
The campaign in Tongo Gadima
The campaign in Ntindamba
The campaign in Coumbo garage in Nkolbikon
The campaign in Elevage
Those are some of the project

Buying a stable pomp for water in Headquarters:
3.
About 5 sums for finishing of the dormitory
4.
I gave some money to Ginette to improving the hope clinic, so it also
include financial
For me, it meant

Money

Praying

Evangelism
Something you can obey.
Then something I cannot put into words: "The ministry of presence."
I have rebuked many people, I almost dismiss the director of ZTF school
I have had time to see those who have backslidden
Because, when a leader is not present, many people take the opportunity to do
many things. When I am around, I can see those who are unfaithful.


When you receive instructions, you must bring it down to what you can do so that
you can obey, if not your life will just be noise. Bring it down to what you can do,
if not you will waste your life. I see many people every day, and they bring all kind
of problems, if I do not walk on the call of God on my life, to be abreast in
obedience, I will spent my whole life being a muslim lamido, just sitting there in a
palace and waiting for people to come for me to work.
A man should ask: Where did I set out to go?
On peut faire beaucoup d'activités tout en n'allant nulle part.
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Il faut planifier les projets.
Il y a des gens qui se trompent, ils pensent que si tu les aimes, ça suffit pour euw,
pour eux tant que ton visage n'est pas froissé contre eux, ça suffit.
Au juste tu étais venu dans le ministère pour faire quoi? Et tu es entrain de faire
quoi maintenant?
Let's pray that the brethren will plan what to carry in the fast
I am sharing that in November, December, the 40 day fast, the 400 hour sprayer
crusade. I plan the projects for next year, so that I raise them to God. And for this
fast, I have planned the project for the next three years, because I have found that
for me, planning for every one year is very strenuous. I completed my program for
October crawling. No appetite for food, restlessness even when sleeping, every
phone call like a terrible threat ,since most of my phone calls are never good
news. So I planned for three years.
In the goals that concerns the ministry, I am planning for 10.000 people working.
So when you see the goals, don't just think that I am a mad man, because that one
is planning as a leader. You estimate the number of genuine co-workers and then
you look in the spirit to see what God wants produced.
In our ministry, for us to get to 1 million, God must give us about 3 to 7 leaders of
hundreds of thousands and that is where I have some of my conflicts. The most
obvious leader of hundreds of thousands is Brother Jean de Dieu for Cameroon
ministry, but an itinerant ministry, may destroy his leadership. He is not even
aware of it; He may have some presence in East Africa, in Tchad, and he is a
youthful man, he can do many things, but it will destroy his leadership. If he does
not become a leader of hundreds of thousands, it will destroy our ministry, so the
enemy is tempting him with smaller things, that look very pompous. We must
have between 3 and 7 leaders of hundreds of thousands, and I don't see the
leaders who are preparing for it.
I shared with the brethren in Douala that one of the law in leadership is that
when you are a leader of 100 and you aspire to become a leader of 1000, you will
not become a leader of 1000 unless when you are a leader of 100, you start
behave as a leader of 1000 will behave. You must act your expected promotion in
your present level. Act out your expected promotion in your present level of
leadership. If you are at 100, and you want to get to 1000, you want to be a leader
of 1000, the power for promotion, the potential for promotion lies in your "sitting
down and asking : how do leaders of 1000 behave? How do you do it? You write
down a number of leaders of 1000 that you know and then you look at them and
ask? How do these leaders of 1000 behave? And you watch how you are behaving
and then you change. You are prophesying in your own life. You are incorporating
the next promotion in your present condition. If you do it, you will be promoted,
you will grow, but if you keep behaving as a leader of 100, you will never become
a leader of 1000.
If you are a leader of tens of thousands and you want to be promoted to be a
leaders of hundreds of thousands, write down 10 leaders of hundreds of
thousand you know and start behaving like them, if you do not incorporate into
your present condition the aspire promotion that you are looking for you, you will
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never grow. It is a principle of leadership that our people have not learnt. We
function with smallness.
Yonggi cho is a pastor of 1 million. Brother Zach when to visit Yonggi Cho to see
what they have done and to learn. I have to ask myself, what doe s a leader of 1
million people looks like? How do they behave? Their principe work is what? How
do they run their days? And if we are going to get to 1 million, I must be changing
now and that is what I started.
All those meeting I have like ministry assistant, I am struggling to get a cabinet,
get my ministers. To aspire to extensive leadership without a cabinet is madness,
it is to end up just being "a beti man". To be so anxious to control things yourself
that you don't know how to choose right men, and then you end up small, even
with great abilities.
If we do not have leaders of hundreds of thousands, our ministry if blocked.
If brother Jean de Dieu does not aspire to become leader of hundreds of
thousands and make room for young men to become leader of hundreds, then he
has become an enemy to our growth and if he is to become leader of hundreds, he
has to lean and the immediate lessons he has to learn is the capacity to work with
other great leaders. You cannot lead hundreds of thousands of people alone.
There are four leader of billion in our generation :
The president of China
The president of India
The pope of the roman Catholic church
The Dalai lama of the Buddhist movement
Islam does not have a supreme caliph That is what the radicals are struggling to
produce. So our generation already have four leaders of billion. So if god tells
brother Zach to aspire to be a leader of billion and small people of Cameroon says
it is impossible, Islam was more than 1 billion Mohamed was a man, a trader. Just
a trader, a trader has become the founder of a movement of billion. What is wrong
with us? You cannot move ahead alone. You cannot become big alone. I must
identify about 20 people with the potential to become hundreds of millions and
built them, then together, we can have a work that goes into tens of millions.
In your planning, you should know clearly the next step in your promotion, so
that you start praying and fasting, and working in that direction.
I had not intended to talk about planning but I wish you could pray, because you
can do a 40 days fast and it does not amount to much. And what I am saying is
not just for spiritual leadership. If you are a chief of service and you one day want
to become a director, start while you are a chief of service to behave as a director.
You will be the director that has not been appointed yet, it will just be logical that
they would confirm you. And it applies in every way. If you want to get married,
as a girl, then you ought to ask yourself: How do wives behave? How do wives
talk? And then you change. It can shock you the small changes that are needed. If
you ask that question, "If I was already brother Akamba's wife, how will I behave?
You will not be laughing in public with many men as you do now. You will not
allow many brothers to touch your shoulders are they are doing now. You will
behave like somebody belonging to someone and I tell you, you will soon have a
husband. Change before you enter the office that requires you to change. If
you cannot do it, you are condemn to remain where you are. That is why many
people are where they are.
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I have read the biographies of the first 37 presidents of America, all of them.
Why? I plan to be a leader. Those are not my only leadership's readings. I read
about Business leaders, because the ministry is a big business. Since the 7 richest
people on earth now are all in the domains of electronics.
Bill Gates
The man of Yahoo
So I bought the biography of some electronic wizards
Steve jobs
(inside the brain of Steve jobs
I don't want to do electronics, I am not interested in anything apart from the
gospel, but I must plan.















I worked out nine levels of leadership since God has called me to leadership.
Leadership in the church and the 16 bishops of the church in
Yaounde
Leadership in the ministry
Missionary leadership - I have come back from being a missionary
leader in Nigeria
Leadership of the Work - that is what i am now
Leadership in the nations - prophetic leadership. If I become like Zach
Fomum with an unusual prayer life, walk with God, an unusual knowledge of
God, I will bring a contribution to gods purpose in the nations. Prayer was
the Zach Fomum DSC, so I know how to become like that. I call it leadership
in the nations
Prayer leader - Intercessory leader - because it includes prayer and
fasting, and holiness - I aspire to become a world prayer leader.
Revival leader.
Leader of our Goal
Zach Fomum, the generational leader of the 20th, 21st and 22nd
century - Dynastic leadership - Make Zach Fomum who produce me, the
generation leader of the 20th, 21st and 22nd century, if the Lord tarries.
Nine levels, I am at level 4
I have assignments at level 1, as a bishop of Yaoundé, the goal we all
embrace as bishops of Yaoundé must be accomplished, we urgently need
10.000 house churches in Yaoundé, that is what I am pursuin g. *i have my
responsibilities as the ministry leader, Conquest of Africa, we must
complete the missionary penetration of every African nations as a simple
for world conquest.
As a missionary leader to Nigeria, I have an unfinished assignments, the
planting of self-supporting churches in all the 37 states of the capital
economic and the capital federal territory, leaving a network of 1000 local
churches
As the leader of the work now, I am struggling to be an evangelist leader, in
obeying Santa Cruz and in accomplishing phase two of our ministry. As an
evangelistic leader, i have worked out about 40 goals,
Personally preach in 1000 evangelistic meeting in 3 years
Lead 1000 people by personal evangelism in three years
Raise 1000 evangelists in our work
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Contribute 1000 churches in the red carpet project in the conquest of
Cameroon
There are 40 such projects, to be an evangelist leader
Read 400 books on the gospel, healing, deliverance, church planting,
miracles, mega churches,
I have three more years to work hard in that domain and leave the ministry
at over 1 million.
When I have finish that tone, I will start now working at becoming leader of
nations, to have the spiritual authority of knowing god's mind and to have a
work that is big enough to have people consult us. When we are getting to
10 million, we shall not be travelling form nations to nations, the nations
will come to us, they will want to find out how we did it then we shall teach
them how to pray, and recruit presidents in our World University of Prayer,
that is what being a leader of nations looks like, when we shall have
disciples that are ministers, presidents, governors.
I am working at being an evangelist leader, call it "Santa Cruz " leadership.
Bring it down to down to earth. For example, if I am going to be a leader of 1
million people : practical implications:
1.
There must be no big stomach
2.
I must stop complaining, people expect leaders to have answers, not
complains. The language of complaining must leave my mouth, I must
be a positive impetuous. I should exert great positive force, not
negativism, complaining, blaming, those are the syndromes for small
people.
3.
I have decided not to feel insults. If I am going to be a very big man,
how can I allow myself to feel insults? If a missionary decides today
that he is not part of my leadership and tells me "I am an idiot", if I
want to be a leader, how can I be angry at him. How can I be angry at
him for the small rebellion. - I have decide I will not allow any man on
earth to insult me, i will not feel insult, because I have so much. The
extent to which you feel insulted is the degree of your smallness. Why
do we feel insult? Because we admit the truth that the other person is
saying. The only part of insult that pains is the truth. If you are very
rich and then somebody insults you "look at this church rat", will it pain
you?
4.
I have decided not to notice when people are exploiting me
financially. Why? Because I am expecting that God will bless me so
much. I believe that God will bless me so stupidly. So I better stop
feeling when people are exploiting me. It is preparation for abundance.
Today start behaving like the one who already have God, like the one who
have Jesus; who has the bank of heaven.
Take a new look at yourself
So during this fast, plan clearly what you must be and do in the next one
year. Pray it through. As we give opportunity every night, pray it. And after
the fast ends, plan your work in the direction in which you have prayed.
Plan your work in the direction which you have prayed.
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25 people to stand up and pray that the brethren during this fast will
plan very clear things to raise to God during the fast. We are fasting for
God's intervention.

If God were to come down, how will you know? Go and gather your own
buckets to receive the rain from heaven. Oil will come from God, where are
the oils and basins. God cannot give you the basin, God will give you oil.
For this night, those who come, come with ten topics of thanksgivings,
things God has done this year, honest things. And work out 100 things or 40
things to ask God, big things, so that even if we don't pray for other things,
just the opportunity to pray for those things will come you to come.
The goal of our fast is to ask god for the hand, the power and the presence
of god in our work; the divine facto for the accomplishment of our goal. I
have listed for myself nine domains in which I want God's Hand to come on
our work. I am even asking God to appear to many brethren in our ministry,
i want God to encounter some brethren in our ministry, that they will
change so much that they will be a blessing for us.
We are fasting, if God were to ask us: You people want My Hand, you want
My Presence, what do you want me to do for you?
Solomon answered, and from Solomon answer, the world changed: three
thousand proverbs, one thousand songs, the distinct architect of Israel, King
of kings. Solomon prayer request changed the world. Adonija prayer request
killed him. He asked for another man's wife and died. Is prayer request
killed him. Don't pray Adonija prayer.
God is asking , you people are praying, you want me to act, So what do you
want me to do for you.
Answer it.
We need to build a World conquest communication Centre. It will include:

Radio Voice of the Cross

Radio Television Voice of the Cross

World University of Prayer e-school

School of Knowing and Serving God e-school, which the he Bible
Correspondence course

The Editorial Secretariat

The recording studio

The message laboratory
There will also be a multi-language simultaneous program of the radio
programme

A telephone exchange

The missionary communication center (there will be about 50
computers connected to different regions in the world with web cam
showing us what is happening in the different mission field.
It is a big complex
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Welcome to prayer.
If the vision is clear, God will provide. The problem is that we want a lot of
money, instead of clarifying vision. If the vision is clear, God will provide the
money, the people that God has given to us will find meaning to their lives.
You can have ten thousand people and not know what to do with them
because you have no vision in which to invest them.
An SOS of prayer ought to get to the prayer center and all the house of
prayer for all nations within 5 minutes, for the storming of heavens.
Let us work because we don't have time.
Dr Ginette has started her hospital.
They have already hospitalized people.
The first lesson she has learnt is that "Hope clinic" cannot be runned by part
time staff. The staff must be full time because the pressures are enormous.
Yesterday Brother Constant Yonke called me that we should pray for money
for them to send the first container for Hope clinic. So very soon, like a joke,
there will be four Hope Clinics.
You go and do somthing so you will bring us joy the way the other brethren
are bringing us joy.
When vision is clear, god wil provide
Very soon we will have four hope clinics
Hope clinic Nomedjo
Bertoua has started
Kousseri is in project
Ye south sudan is in function and needs expansion
We need a missionary doctor to sent to Sudan to help brother Kiyingi
because she is already over loaded. So four hope clinics in short time.
You have done well to come and pray with us.
Today it will be more exciting because you will be calling god for the things
on your heart.
May the Lord bless you. Take time to rest today and invite many people to
come. It is our prayer crusade.
Yesterday in Paris, they were 75 of them who were in the prayer crusade in
Paris. Yaounde they are praying, Douala they are praying, Garoua they are
praying, New Fundlands, they are praying, Edea they are praying and there
are many other places where they are praying , Senegal they are praying,
Kampala they are praying, Bujumbura they are praying. Even if you cannot
fast, you will be bless. Connect.
God bless you.
May the Lord keep you.
But take time to rest physically today, sleep for at least two hours before
you come.
Good day;
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